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www.5starproducts.co.nz

From humble beginnings to large-scale paint supply...

Five Star Products Ltd was established in 1988 and is a proud New Zealand 
manufacturer of water based art paints, dyes, inks, glues and other products in our 
Christchurch factory. Our company philosophy is being "responsive, innovative, 
solution finders", providing the right solutions for our customers.

Five Star Products Ltd represents five star quality. We strive to deliver great service and 
quality products and as part of this we research, develop, formulate and test all new and 
existing manufactured products. Over the years our brands have become widely 
recognised in the educational sector. 

Five Star Products Ltd is committed to minimising the negative environmental impacts 
of our business activities and as part of this we joined the Enviromark programme back 
in 2006. This is 
a recognised Environmental Management Standard which is audited annually by a third 
party. 

As part of our environmental initiatives, we now supply some our products in 100% NZ 
post-consumer kerbside collected recycled milk bottles. A major benefit of using these 
bottles is no virgin plastic is used in manufacturing these bottles. And, they can also be 
recycled again! Our environmental packaging displays our Eco Packaging logo.

Five Star Products Ltd is a Toitu Enviromark Gold certified organisation. 
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Acrylic Paint
Water-based Non-Toxic 

NZACRYL Acrylic Paint

Metallic Acrylic Paint

A high quality student's acrylic paint

Non-Toxic

A quality student's acrylic paint with a smooth buttery consistency. This versatile acrylic has a 
wide range of strong, bright intermixable colours and is water resistant, fast drying and lightfast. 
Ideal for use on paper, cardboard, Gesso primed hardboard and canvas surfaces, plaster and 
wood constructions. Suitable clothing is recommended as some residual pigment staining may 
occur. 

2 Litres
6 per carton

1.5 Litres
6 per carton

Acrylic Colour Cool Set 
5 X 90 ML Tubes

500ml
24 per carton

500ml
24 per carton

Metallic BlueMetallic RedMetallic Pale Gold Metallic PurpleMetallic Silver Metallic GreenMetallic Green Metallic CopperMetallic Gold

A quality student's acrylic paint with a smooth buttery consistency. This versatile acrylic has a wide range of strong, bright 
intermixable colours and is water resistant, fast drying and lightfast. Ideal for use on paper, cardboard, gesso primed 
hardboard and canvas surfaces, plaster and wood constructions. Suitable clothing is recommended as some residual 
pigment staining may occur.
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Star Tempera

- Tempera poster paint suitable for a variety of arts & crafts. 
- Intermixable with Five Star paints as well as with painting mediums.
- Easy clean up with soap and water.
- Supplied in a pouch with convenient handle and easy pour spout.

Star Tempera Poster Paint is non-toxic, water-soluble and easy to use. This tempera paint produces bright, bold, 
smooth colour that dries with an even opaque matt finish. It can be mixed with a variety of painting mediums such 
as impasto gel, texture paste, gel extender, moulding paste and more, making it an easy-to-use and very versatile 
paint. Cleans up easily with soap and water. Suitable for use on lightweight card, cartridge paper and newsprint. 
Paint comes in a plastic pouch with a handle and an easy pour spout.

Tempera Paint
Water-based Non-Toxic 

Water-based - Non-Toxic -  Classroom Colourful Paint 

1.5 litre pouch 
with an easy pour spout

The pouch allows for 
ALL the paint to be 
squeezed out

www.5StarPaints.com
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Tempera Paint
Water-based Non-Toxic 

Star Tempera - Standard Colours

Star Tempera - Fluorescent Colours

Turquoise 

White 

Brown

Crimson 
Red

PinkDeep Yellow

Cobalt 
Blue

Azure 
Blue

Blue

Green Vivid 
Leaf

Purple VioletOrangeYellow

Ultramarine Yellow
Ochre

BurgundyBrilliant 
Red

Black

Fluorescent 
Pink 

Fluorescent 
Orange 

Fluorescent 
Green 

Fluorescent 
Blue 

Fluorescent 
Magenta 

Fluorescent 
Red 

Fluorescent 
Yellow 

Colours are much brighter than shown here
N.B. colours do not have the same wash-off properties as standard colours.Fluorescent 

5 Litres
2 per carton

2 Litres
6 per carton

2 Litres
6 per carton

1.5 Litres
6 per carton

1.5 Litres
6 per carton

500ml
24 per carton

500ml
24 per carton

125ml
24 per carton

125ml
24 per carton

 Pump Available
for 2 & 5 Litre

www.5StarPaints.com
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Tempera Metallic & Glitter Paint
Water-based Non-Toxic 

500ml
24 per carton

500ml
24 per carton

125ml

125ml

Metallic BlueMetallic RedMetallic Pale Gold Metallic PurpleMetallic Silver

Permanent metallic colours are available in the Acrylic range. 

Five Star Tempera Metallic Poster Paint is a non-toxic, water-soluble paint with rich pigments that produce vivid, long-lasting colour 
with a metallic sheen. The paint has a long shelf life, is super easy to use and is compatible with a variety of painting mediums, 
including impasto gel, moulding paste, gel extender, lean medium and more. Cleans up easily with soap and water. Suitable for use 
on art pads, lightweight card, newsprint and cartridge paper, making it ideal for home and school art & craft projects.

- Water soluble, non-toxic poster paint with bright, rich pigments.
Compatible with a variety of painting mediums.
Easy soap and water clean-up.
Ideal for home & school art & craft projects.
Available in 500ml & 125ml bottles.

- 
- 
- 
- 

Star Tempera - Metallic Colours

Star Tempera - Glitter Paint

GreenSilver Blue Fairy Pink KrystalGold Red Purple

- Water-based pigment paint with a touch of glitter
Dries with an even, matt, opaque finish.
Easy soap and water clean-up.

Five Star Tempera Glitter Poster Paint is a non-toxic, water-based pigmented paint with a touch of glitter that dries with an opaque, matt 
finish. Use this paint to add sparkly effects to your art & craft projects. Mix with other tempera paint colours for even more creativity. 
Cleans up easily in soap and water. Suitable for use on lightweight card, art pads, newsprint and cartridge paper.

- 
- 
- Available in 500ml& 125ml bottles.

Metallic GreenMetallic Green

www.5StarPaints.com
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Powder Paint & Tempera Blocks
Water-based Non-Toxic 

Tempera Powder Paint

Tempera Blocks

Tempera Stackers

Washable - Non-Toxic

Washable - Non-Toxic

Washable - Non-Toxic

Tempera Blocks Thin Tempera Blocks Large

 57 mm x 19 mm
6 per pack

44 mm x 16 mm
6 per pack

Standard Colours Earthtone Colours
Standard Colours Fluorescent Colours

Just add water and stir to a smooth paste to desired intensity. 
This multi-purpose paint can be used for various techniques and general art and craft work. 
Each jar has enough powder to make 1 litre of paint.

White Yellow Red Green Blue Black

Concentrated 
Just add Water

Ideal for the 
junior artist

Concentrated 
Rewettable 
with water

Compressed tempera colour blocks. Use a wet brush to sweep across the blocks to get strong bright watercolour 
paints. Available in two sizes, large (19mm)  and thin (8mm). All packs are shrink-wrapped.  Add blocks to a paint tray 
for convenient painting and easy drying. 

Set of 18 intense and vibrant water colour discs in convenient, stackable, interlocking palettes. Use a wet brush to 
sweep across the blocks and start painting. Contains 2 whites.

40 mm x 8 mm
12 per pack

www.5StarPaints.com
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Indian Ink
Artist Inks

Indian Ink - Coloured

Flint - Mecca Indian Ink

Professional drawing ink. Vibrant intense colours are waterproof when dry. Can be used for drawing, painting, 
crayon resist work or dilute for tonal and water colour effects. Can be used with a brush, calligraphic pen, airbrush, 
toothpick, reed pen, quill and cotton bud.

RedBlack

Black

Blue Brown Yellow Green White

50ml

Professional Drawing Ink - Non-Toxic

High Grade - Rich Black - Non-Toxic

Professional, waterproof black ink for permanent designs. Dilute with water for tonal studies. Can be used with a 
brush or pen.

Professional 
Waterproof 
Black ink

1 Litre

Bright Colours

Ideal for calligraphy 
www.5StarPaints.com
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Fabric Paint & Accessories 
Water-based Non-Toxic 

Startex Textile Ink

Textile Painting Accessories

Fabric Painting Ink

Heat Setting Required

Printing  ScreenPrinting  Screen Nylon Mesh

1 Litre 375ml

Colourfast textile ink for fabric painting and printing. Easy heat-set process for permanence. Apply by brush, stencil or 
screen. Suitable for painting and printing designs on T-shirts, pillowcases, cushions and table cloths.

Handy Hints:
Sample test fabric to ensure suitability - most fabrics require laundering to remove sizing. When mixed with clear medium 
depth of colour can be reduced without affecting the performance. The addition of water should be done sparingly as this will 
affect fastness properties.

HEAT SETTING:
Allow colours to dry overnight. 
Dryer: Place in dryer on a hot setting for 45 minutes (large item). Allow to age for 48 hours, then repeat the process. 

Iron: Place fabric paint side up between clean papers (no printed papers) iron on a hot setting, constantly moving to prevent 
burning for a minimum of 4 minutes (small T-shirt).

A wooden print ing screen with a 
monofilament 43T mesh. Dovetailed corners 
on the screen to eliminate the risk of 
warping. Replacement mesh available. 
Size: 400 x 400mm

This mono filament nylon mesh is used for 
replacing damaged printing screens. The 
mesh size is 43T
Size: 1350X1200mm

www.5StarPaints.com
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Printing Ink
Block Printing Inks & Accessories  

Made in New Zealand

Flint Water Based Printing Ink

Flint Oil Based Printing Ink

Lino Rollers

Professional water-based printing ink with good coverage and printing properties. Can be successfully applied 
to a variety of different surfaces such as paper card, stretched canvas, wood metal, plastic acetate glass. Safe 
alternative to oil-based inks.

HELPFUL HINT: In cold weather, stand the tube in warm water for 3-4 minutes to assist in squeezing out the 
ink and making rolling out easier.

Professional Grade
High pigment loading 

with good coverage

BlackWhite Alkali Blue Lemon Yellow Mid Green Brilliant RedVictoria Red Yellow Ochre Burnt Sienna

Black Transparent WhiteWhite Alkali Blue Lemon Yellow Mid Green Brilliant RedVictoria Red Yellow Ochre Burnt Sienna

115ml tubes

 Sizes: 50mm, 63mm, 75mm & 100mm

100ml tubes

Oil Based Printing Ink
Traditional, viscous, smooth, oil based rolling ink. Dries to a glossy sheen. Print on paper, wood , canvas. 
Has good coverage and printing properties which can be successfully applied to a variety of different surfaces.

Viscous oil-based ink that dries to a glossy sheen

Produces good coverage and printing properties

Suitable for use on a variety of printing surfaces

Dense hard wearing rubber lino roller with a moulded plastic handle. Use for all types of printing. 

www.5StarPaints.com
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Printing Ink
Block Printing Inks & Accessories  

5 Star Artist Printing Ink - Waterbased

Lino Cutting Board

Printing Foam

115ml tubes

High-quality water-based printing ink with a smooth texture, good consistency and coverage. Fully intermixable 
colours are easy to roll with a fast drying time. Safe alternative to oil-based inks. A clear medium (transparent 
white) is available to reduce the depth of tone for tonal work. Print on paper, card, canvas, wood, metal, plastic and 
acetate glass.

Quick drying and waterproof once dry

Mixable colours

Cleans up in water

White Yellow Orange Vermilion Red Blue Violet Vivid Green

Green Sepia (Raw) Pale GoldRaw Umber Burnt Sienna BlackYellow Ochre Silver Clear Medium

A sturdy, laminated wooden board designed to hook over the edge of a desk to allow safe cutting of lino, wood or other 
tiles for printmaking. The board offers a flat surface to cut on and measures 300 x 300 mm overall. Please note: take 
care when using cutting tools.

Economic, soft surface printing sheet of polystyrene. Easy to use for water-based printing ink textile inks and water-based 
paints. Produces fine detailed lines and patterns which can be reproduced an unlimited number of times. No cutting tools are 
required. Simply score the surface with a pointed pencil or similar. An excellent introduction to printmaking for the younger age 
group.  Available in two sizes.

Small Pack:10 sheets of 190 x 130 mm 
Large Pack:10 sheets of 280 x 190 mm

1.Score out your design in the Printing Foam 2.Use Printing Ink on paints to create your colourful artwork 

Quick and Easy to use

www.5StarPaints.com
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Paint Box Sets
Water-based - Acrylic - Oils - Marbling 

Boxed Paint Sets

Watercolour Sets Oil Colour Set Acrylic Colour Set

Sets of high quality fully intermixable paints for artists and hobbyists. 
Available in Watercolours, Acrylics and Oils.

12 x 12ml tubes 12 x 12ml tubes18 x 12ml tubes 12 x 12ml tubes

Printing Plate Kit

Non-Toxic - Waterbased

Non-Toxic

Marbling Paint Set 6 Colours

Gel - Print Mix Kit 

Marbling is the process of transferring patterns of floating 
colour onto the paper. This small water-based kit has six inks 
base mix brush and stylus and will enable all ages to explore 
and understand the marbling process.Complete step-by-step 
instructions included.

Materials to make your own printing plate. Easy to follow 
instructions to make your own re-useable Gel-Print plate. This 
kit makes one thick A4-sized plate. Ideal for acrylic paints but 
can be used with tempera paint and water-based printing inks. 
Tray not included

www.5StarPaints.com
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Stencils and Modelling Clay 
Du-Kit & Stencils 

Du-Kit 

Stencils

50gram250gram

Modelling Clay  - Non-Toxic

Du-kit is a premium quality modelling material that can be used to make stunning craft items and artwork. It’s the favourite 
oven-bake clay for beginner and advanced artists because it’s amazingly versatile and easy to use. Modelling with Du-kit 
is easy and rewarding. When you’ve finished creating your items, they can then be baked in a domestic oven to make 
them long-lasting and durable.

Available in a wide range of vibrant and inspiring colours, with all colours in convenient 50g and 250g packs. The ultimate 
creative material for making awesome one-off jewellery, original gifts, beads, buttons, trinkets, home décor items, 
sculpturing and much more….

make and bake

Stencil -Lines 15x15cmStencil -Circles 15x15cmA4

Laser cut stencils made from Whitaxx 250 micron polyester film. Durable flexible and re-useable. 
Easy to clean wash with water or a mild detergent. Staining will not effect the performance of the stencil. Can be 
used with Star Tempera poster paint, markers, water based printing ink, embossing inks or embossing powder.

02 White

70 Navy

345 Gold 290 Fluro Pink 250 Fluro Green 240 Fluro Yellow

63 Teal 53 Green 51 Leaf Green 106 Cameo 101 Stone 100 Dark Brown 01 Black 00 Translucent 300 Pearl

White

45 Lemon 40 Yellow 30 Orange 20 Scarlet 10 Red 90 Ruby 80 Violet 74 Light Blue 72 Blue

www.5StarPaints.com
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Painting Dye
Water-based Non-Toxic 

Ezi Dye

Liquid Dye

- 
- 
- 

Five Star Ezi-Dye is a non-toxic painting dye
Ready for use straight from the bottle
Food dye pigment formulation

- Sizes 2 Litre and 500ml

This Five Star Ezi-Dye Non-Toxic Painting Dye is excellent for creative and artistic projects. Made from food dye 
pigments, the dye is non-toxic and ready to use straight from the bottle, ideal for student use. Great for schools, use 
in after-school care, holiday programmes and at home. Produces bright and effective colours for great results.

BlueGreen Purple RedOrangeYellow

Blue Ultramarine

Green Leaf

Violet Yellow Ochre

RedVermilion Orange

Brown

Yellow

Black

2 Litres
All colours

6 per carton

500ml
All colours

24 per carton Dye Crayon Resist

Mosiac made with Liquid Dye & Black 3D Creative Paint

50ml
All colours

60 per carton

Concentrated Painting Dye

Ready Made Dye

- 
- 
Once diluted, use as a painting dye.
Ideal for screen printing when added to Cellulose Paste or All Purpose Paste.

Five Star Liquid Dye is a concentrated water soluble dye in liquid form which is ready to be diluted to the desired depth of 
tone. It can be used for screen printing when added to Cellulose Paste or All Purpose Paste. Note: The image shown is the 
concentrated colour.

Size: 50ml Bottle 

Concentrated 
Just add Water

It’s a liquid watercolour It’s a liquid watercolour 

Create Amazing
artworks with EZI Dye
& 5 Star Cold Wax

www.5StarPaints.com
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3D and Blackboard Paint
Water-based Non-Toxic 

3D Creative Paint

Blackboard Paint

Create high-build colourful 3D-like pictures and also used to create window stickers, leadlight effects or even use as 
coloured glue. Bright glossy finish in a range of colours, including gold and silver. Use directly from the bottle with the 
easy application spout. Use on paper, card, wood, stone, fabric foil* glass* plastic* and ceramics* (*may release from 
non-porous surfaces when dry).

Black White GreenBlueOrange Magenta PinkRedYellow

Pale GoldSilver

Blackboard Paint is a water based paint that converts surfaces into a usable chalkboard. Apply to metal, wood, masonry, drywall, plaster, glass, concrete, 
unglazed ceramics and hardboard. 

IMPORTANT: All blackboards require “dressing” before use. 
This ensures the surface will wipe clean with a duster. The instructions are: 

1. Use the entire length of a stick of white chalk to rub across the whole surface of the board. Your board should have a complete coating of chalk. 

2. Wipe the chalk off with a duster or dry cloth. 

3. It’s now ready to use! 

NOTE: If you clean your blackboard with a damp cloth at any stage, you may need to dress the board again.

3D Effects

Size: 125mlIndoor use only
Cleans with soap and water

Erases cleanly.

www.5StarPaints.com
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Mediums
Painting Mediums

Water based Non-Toxic 
Gesso Primer

Linseed Oil, Turpentine & Odourless Solvent

Shellac

Sizes:
1 Litre, 250ml & 60ml

Size:1 Litre
12 per carton

Size:375ml
12 per carton

Sizes:
1 Litre, 250ml & 60ml

Sizes:
 250ml & 60ml

Artists’ Refined Linseed Oil Artists’ Distilled Turpentine Odourless Solvent

Use to reduce the consistency and slow 
the drying of oil colours. Use to increase 
transparency and gloss of oil colours.

Natural gum turpentine for diluting & 
improving drying of oil colours. Use to 
clean equipment after using oil based 
products. 

Use to clean equipment after using oil 
based products. Low toxicity & low fume 
level. Safer alternative to traditional turps 
for use in the studio and classroom. 

Fast drying water based white primer and sealer used to prepare paper board wood and canvas prior to 
painting. Can be used under acrylic and oil paints and is also suitable for corrections over acrylic paints. Gesso 
primer is opaque and can be tinted using Five Star acrylic paints. Can also be diluted or sanded

Traditional universal sealer for varnishing artwork and sealing screen printing unfired clay and plaster. Doesn't 
dry clear. Apply by brush or pad. Mix dry flakes with methylated spirits.

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS:
100 g Shellac + 400 ml Meths = 400 ml
250 g Shellac + 1 litre Meths = 1 litre
Leave until thoroughly dissolved (stir occasionally) then strain liquid into another container.

Black White 

www.5StarPaints.com
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Cold Wax Plaster Roll
Water-based Non-Toxic 

Cold Wax Solution

Plaster Roll

Ready to Use  - Non-Toxic

Ready to Use  - Non-Toxic

Ready to use water soluble resist wax. Used as a resist for water colours inks and dyes. Successive colour layers can be 
applied using the batik method. Air dries quickly and is a safer alternative with no fumes. Can be used for screen printing with 
paints inks dyes. Suitable on paper clay screens and fabric (test first).

500ml
24 per carton

A safer alternative 
with no fumes

Fast drying plaster impregnated bandage. Safe for mask making directly onto the face. Plaster bandage that can be used 
for modelling, casting and crafting. Measures 100mm x 4.5m

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING A FACE MASK:
1 Tie back long hair and apply a liberal coating of Vaseline around the hair line, including eyebrows. 
2 Cut the plaster roll into lengths of approx 50-100 mm. 
3 Dunk the plaster roll strips into a bowl of room temperature water and squeeze out excess water. 
4 Place the strips onto the face, starting at the top and work around the perimeter, overlapping the strips. 
5 Build up until you have several layers. 
6 After 30-40 minutes, the mask will start pulling away from the face, at which time the mask can be removed. 
7 Leave to dry for approximately one day. 
8 Paint and decorate.

10cm x 4.5m

Create a Hot Balloon

Fun and easy to use

with 5 Star Plaster Roll

Bright Idea

www.5StarPaints.com
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Brushes
Art and Craft Brushes

Classroom Brush Sets

Chinese Bristle Round 

582 Classroom Set

Art Extra 12pcs 

Natural Set

Art Extra 5pcs 

Purple Handle Set

Art Extra 5pcs 

Green Handle Set

Art Extra 12pcs 

Black Set

Good quality multi purpose brush with a flat head made of Chinese bristle with a medium length handle. Suitable for all 
water and oil based products. Contains 24 brushes of each size in a plastic storage tray. 
Brush sizes: 2 4 8 10 12 & 16

Classroom Set 
Flat 577

Inside View

Classroom Set 
Round 582 

Popular long handled multi purpose brush with a 
round Chinese bristle head. Suitable for all water and 
oil based products. Contains 24 brushes of each size 
in an plastic storage tray. 
Brush sizes: 3 5 7 9 10 & 12

Chinese Bristle Flat 

577 Classroom Set

Classroom Set 
Stubbie

A set of 72 popular flat and round stubbie brushes with Chinese bristle 
heads and natural wooden handles. Ideal for small hands. Suitable for use 
with poster paints, tempera, acrylic and oil colours.

Set contains 12 of each size brush in flat and round 1, 2 & 3.
Supplied in a display box with a brush tray for drying and storing brushes.

Art Extra - Stubbie Brush 

Classroom Set - 72 Brushes

Popular set of round and flat 
brushes with natural handles. 
Multi purpose brushes made of 
Chinese bristle. Suitable for all 
water and oil based products.

Set of Chinese bristle brushes in 
various sizes of flat and round. 
Suitable for acrylic water colour 
and poster paints.

Set of Taklon fibre brushes in 
various sizes of flat and round. 
Suitable for acrylic, water colour, 
oil, poster paints and Gouache.

Good quality multi purpose brush 
set of flat and round brushes with 
medium length handles. Made of 
Chinese bristle and soft fibre for a 
variety of uses. Suitable for all 
water and oil based products.

Best 
Seller

www.5StarPaints.com
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Glues and PVA
Water-based Non-Toxic 

Powder Paste Glue

PVA Glue

School Cellulose Paste

High Grade PVA PVA Classroom Glue PVA General Purpose 

All Purpose Paste

Concentrated add Water

High Strength School Grade High Proformance

Cellulose powder glue in granular form. Mix with water to form a 
thick paste ideal for gluing paper card and paper mache work. Can 
also be used to extend paints and glues.

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS
- Use 10 g of granules to 1 litre of water (adjust to desired thickness). 
Sprinkle the cellulose granules into cold water while stirring briskly for 30-60 
seconds. Leave to stand for 30 min – re-stir thoroughly and it’s ready to use.

Powdered glue for paper and card. Ideal for use in schools, 
kindergartens hobby and craft activities. Mix with water to form a 
thick smooth paste. It can also be used to extend paints and glues.

Use 3 heaped dessert spoons (30 g) of powder to 1 litre of water 
(adjust to desired thickness). Sprinkle the powder into cold water 
while stirring briskly for 30 seconds. Leave to stand for 30 min – re-
stir thoroughly, and it’s ready to use (it will continue to thicken 
overnight).

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

500gram 500gram

Five Star High-Grade PVA Glue is a 
general-purpose glue that was primarily 
designed as a woodworking glue where 
maximum strength is required. This glue is 
suitable for children to work with and is 
perfect for paper and card construction, a 
great addition to any classroom or home.

Size: 2 Litre only

Five Star School Grade PVA Glue is a 
general purpose glue to give good adhesion 
to most porous materials. This glue is 
suitable for children to work with and is 
perfect for paper and card construction, a 
great addition to any classroom or home.

Sizes:  5 Litre, 2 Litre 

High performance all purpose ready to use 
PVA glue. Transparent when dry and can be 
painted over. Use for wood textiles card and 
paper. Check suitability for intended use. 
When gluing wood apply glue to both 
surfaces and clamp for at least 30 min.

Sizes:2 Litre, 250ml and 125ml  

High Performance

New Recycled 
Bottle

www.5StarPaints.com



FIVE STAR PRODUCTS
3 Chinook Place

Christchurch
New Zealand

+ 64 3 349 6514

www.5starpaints.com

Our step-by-step "Bright Idea" sheets make it easy for you to get creative!

Creativity is an important element for all ages to develop mental and motor skills which encourages 
problem solving and "outside the box" thinking skills.

These Bright Ideas have different ability levels from easy to more difficult and are definitely 
achievable for the inexperienced artist. 

Each sheet has a shopping list of products, easy to follow instructions with pictures, to make some 
pretty cool artworks.

Scan this QR Code 
to download Bright Ideas
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